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The following notable changes were made to CLASSIE between Version 4.0 (released October 2019) and Version 4.1 
(released March 2021). 
 

Sheet/Section Change 

Subject Updated item SUB00258 to Emergency medicine. 

Subject Updated item SUB00266 to Intensive care medicine. 

Subject Reparented item SUB00883 underneath Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples' rights 
and interests. Also made a slight change to the definition. 

Subject Updated item SUB00756 to Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples' rights and 
interests, included additional terms in definition and moved to correct alphabetical location. 

Subject Moved item SUB00757 to the correct alphabetical location. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00436 Radio. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00864 National minorities agreements. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00544 Self-determination. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00003 Arts councils. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00163 Healthcare access. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00749 Cultural rights. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00748 Environmental and resource rights. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00054 Keeping places. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00080 Two-way learning. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00117 Natural resource protection. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00133 Land resources. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00125 Water resources. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00496 Deaths in custody. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00396 Indigenous studies. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00684 Camps. 

Subject Updated item SUB00650 to Religion and faith-based spirituality. 

Subject Removed trailing spaces from end of items. 

Subject Added item SUB00935 Screen with definition "Production and presentation of films, television 
and videos for any purpose, including entertainment, educational, documentary, cultural or 
religious purposes. Genres include news, current affairs, documentary, comedy, drama, action, 
horror and experimental, and formats include feature film, animation, vodcast, television 
series, web series and live projection. Includes film expositions and non-commercial facilities 
showing old or rare films." 

Subject Added item SUB00936 Animation with definition "Promotion, performance or practice of the 
technique of photographing successive drawings or positions of puppets or models to create 
an illusion of movement when the film is shown as a sequence." 

Subject Added item SUB00938 Drama with definition "Promotion, production or performance of the 
art of composing, writing, acting, or producing plays; a literary composition intended to 
portray life or character or enact a story, usually involving conflicts and emotions exhibited 
through action and dialogue, designed for theatrical performance." 
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Subject Added item SUB00939 Screen writing with definition "The art and craft of writing scripts for 
mass media such as feature films, television productions or video games." 

Subject Added item SUB00940 Documentary with definition "Production and presentation of features 
using pictures or interviews with people involved in real events to provide a factual report on a 
particular subject. Also consists of or is based on official documents and occasionally used to 
reveal an unusual, interesting or unknown angle." 

Subject Added item SUB00941 Filmmaking with definition "Production, presentation and direction of 
films for the cinema or television." 

Subject Added item SUB00942 Feature film with definition "Production and presentation of a film, 
motion picture or movie with a running time long enough to be considered the principal or 
sole film to fill a program." 

Subject Added item SUB00943 Short film with definition "Production and presentation of any motion 
picture that is short enough in running time not to be considered a feature film." 

Subject Added item SUB00944 TV drama with definition "Production and presentation of a show that 
runs in a series; it usually has a conclusion at the end of an episode then moves on. Episodes 
may be self-contained or storylines could be stretched out over a number of episodes." 

Subject Added item SUB00945 Video with definition "Recording, reproducing, or broadcasting of 
moving visual images, made digitally or on videotape." 

Subject Added item SUB00946 Cinematography with definition "Study or practice of the art of 
photography and visual storytelling in a motion picture or television show. Comprises all on-
screen visual elements, including lighting, framing, composition, camera motion, camera 
angles, film selection, lens choices, depth of field, zoom, focus, colour, exposure, and 
filtration." 

Subject Added item SUB00947 Directing with definition "Study or practice of controlling a film's artistic 
and dramatic aspects and visualizing the screenplay while guiding the technical crew and 
actors in the fulfilment of that vision. Involvement in choosing the cast members, production 
design and all the creative aspects of filmmaking." 

Subject Added item SUB00948 Cultural festival with definition "A festival featuring arts and events 
specific to a particular culture, especially one celebrating and promoting that culture in a wider 
public context. A celebration of the traditions of a particular people or place." 

Subject Added item SUB00949 Film festival with the definition "An organized, extended presentation 
of films in one or more cinemas or screening venues, usually in a single city or region. 
Increasingly, film festivals show some films outdoors. Films may be of recent date and, 
depending upon the festival's focus, can include international and domestic releases." 

Subject Updated item SUB00434 to Screen-based media, updated definition and keywords. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00618. 

Subject Added item SUB00950 Croquet with definition "Opportunity to play and assistance to learn 
and become competitive in croquet; a game played on a lawn, in which wooden balls are 
driven through a series of square-topped hoops by means of mallets. These programs typically 
provide coaching to help members play efficiently and work together as a team; access to 
grounds; equipment and uniforms." 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00707. 

Subject Updated SUB00708 to Hunting and shooting, updated definition. 
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Subject Added item SUB00951 Fishing with definition "Opportunity to participate in, assistance to 
learn and become competitive in fishing; including fly, bait, and other types of fishing. May 
include fishing tournaments and also includes catching aquatic animals other than fish, such as 
molluscs, cephalopods, crustaceans, and echinoderms. For farmed fish, use Fishing and 
aquaculture." 

Subject Reparented item SUB00695 to underneath SUB00952 Racing. 

Subject Added item SUB00952 Racing with definition "Opportunity to participate in and become 
competitive in various forms of racing;  a competition of speed, against an objective criterion, 
usually a clock or to a specific point. The competitors in a race try to complete a given task in 
the shortest amount of time. Typically involves traversing some distance, or other task 
involving speed to reach a specific goal." 

Subject Added item SUB00953 Greyhound racing with definition "Organised, competitive racing of 
greyhound dogs." 

Subject Added item SUB00954 Horse racing with definition "Organised, competitive racing of horses." 

Subject Added item SUB00955 Motorcycle racing with definition "An organised sport involving racing 
of motorbikes. Related programs may include coaching to help riders; access to a race track; 
equipment; uniforms; and officials. May include sponsorships for races or teams to enable 
people to participate in the sport or for other charitable purposes." 

Subject Added cross-reference for Greyhound racing and Horse racing to SUB00868. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00236. 

Subject Updated item SUB00761 to LGBTIQA+ rights. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00397. 

Subject Updated item SUB00400 to LGBTIQA+ studies. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00399. 

Subject Updated definition of item SUB00665 Christian Science to "A Christian denomination based on 
the ministry of Jesus Christ. The teachings of Christian Science are found in the Bible and 
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, published in 1875 by Mary Baker Eddy, the 
founder of the denomination. An essential component of Christian Science is reliance on the 
spiritual understanding of God through prayer for the healing of sin and sickness. The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts, USA is the central church of the 
denomination, having self-governing branch churches world-wide. Use for Church of Christ, 
Scientist." 

Subject Added item SUB00956 Grantmaking with definition "Programs and groups that provide 
funding through grants." 

Subject Updated item SUB00770 to Victims/survivors of crime. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00461. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00471. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00476. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00923. 

Subject Updated item SUB00234 to Sexual assault victim/survivor services. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00501. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00502. 

Population Removed trailing spaces from end of items. 
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Population Added item POP00251 Natural environment with definition "All living and non-living things 
occurring naturally, meaning not artificial, most often applied to the Earth or some parts of 
Earth. Encompasses the interaction of all living species, climate, weather and natural resources 
that affect human survival and economic activity." 

Population Added item POP00252 Forests, parks and lands with definition "The solid surface of the Earth 
that is not permanently covered by water, including coast lines, river banks and areas 
permanently covered in snow. May support agriculture, habitat, and various natural 
resources." 

Population Added item POP00253 Oceans, lakes and rivers with definition "Any significant natural 
accumulation of water, generally on a planet's surface. Also includes smaller pools of water 
such as ponds, and wetlands." 

Population Slight change to definition of POP00163. 

Population Added item POP00250 Small business owners and operators with definition "People who own 
and operate a small proprietary company, so defined if it satisfies certain criteria around 
revenue of the company; gross asset value; number of employees. Can be structured under a 
company, joint venture, partnership, trust or as a sole trader." 

Population Deprecated item POP00193 Students and mapped to POP00176. 

Population Added item POP00254 Place-based people or groups with definition "Programs that benefit the 
people belonging to a particular social and physical environment rather than individuals. Place-
based programs target communities as a whole and aim to address issues at a specified 
geographical level, such as a neighbourhood, a region or an ecosystem." 

Population Renamed item POP00028 to Parents and guardians. 

Population Added item POP00255 LGBTIQA+ families with definition "A family in which some people are 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, non-binary or queer. This could include parents, guardians, 
foster parents, children, chosen family, siblings or grandparents who are LGBTIQA+. Also 
known as rainbow families." 

Population Reparented item POP00037 Children of LGBTIQA+ parents to underneath POP00255 LGBTIQA+ 
families and slight change to term and definition. 

Population Added item POP00256 Children in care with definition "Children under the age of 18 (or up to 
21 in some jurisdictions) that require additional family care; including permanent care, foster 
care and kinship care; to place the interests of children first by providing them with safe and 
nurturing home environments." 

Population Deprecated item POP00035 Children under the age of 18 and mapped to POP00256. 

Population Updated item POP00017 to LGBTIQA+ people and slight change to definition. 

Population Slight change to definition of POP00027 Families of choice. 

Population Updated item POP00144 to Victims/survivors and oppressed people. 

Population Updated item POP00147 to Victims/survivors of conflict and war. 

Population Updated item POP00145 to Victims/survivors of crime and abuse. 

Population Updated item POP00194 to Victims/survivors of human trafficking. 

Population Updated item POP00195 to Victims/survivors of sexual abuse. 

Population Updated item POP00196 to Victims/survivors of domestic and family violence. 

Population Updated item POP00245 to Victims/survivors of natural disaster. 

Population Updated item POP00246 to Victims/survivors of human-made disaster. 

Population Slight change to definition of POP00071 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples. 
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Population Slight change to definition of POP00209 People of Australian descent. 

Org Type Added item OTY00037 Religious or faith-based school with definition "Organisations accredited 
under the state's Education Act that provide formal education to children at either primary or 
secondary level, or both. that are generally run by a religious body and have a religious 
component in their operations or curriculum, or exist primarily for the purpose of teaching 
aspects of a particular religion." 

Org GMR Added item OGT00028 Central business district LGA with definition "A local government 
authority located within and/or serving a central business district (the political, economic and 
cultural hub) of a major city. In Australia, this could include City of Darwin, City of Melbourne, 
and so on." 

Org GMR Added item OGT00029 Suburban area LGA with definition "A local government authority 
located within and/or serving a suburban area outside of the central business district. Also 
known as metropolitan suburbs." 

Org GMR Added item OGT00030 Peri-urban area LGA with definition "A local government authority 
located within and/or serving the space wedged between state capitals and regional areas that 
are neither wholly urban nor rural. Also known as semi-rural areas. Generally located around 
the fringe of metropolitan regions, within commuting reach of employment, education and 
cultural functions." 

Org GMR Added item OGT00031 Regional city LGA with definition " A local government authority 
located within and/or serving an area outside of the state capital but which acts as a centre for 
economic activity within that region. Generally contain an increasing share of the non-
metropolitan population and act as a provider of services, facilities and employment for 
communities in surrounding rural areas." 

Org GMR Added item OGT00032 Rural area LGA with definition "A local government authority located 
within and/or serving a rural area. Such areas generally have low population density, slow or 
stagnant growth and supply a relatively low proportion of employment in each state." 

Org GMR Deprecated item OGT00002 Urban/Metropolitan and mapped to OGT00029. 

Org GMR Deprecated item OGT00007 Rural/Regional and mapped to OGT00032. 

Org NFP Added item ONT00026 Consumer-operated organisation with definition "An organisation that 
is planned, staffed and run by particular consumer or community groups. Such organisations 
tend to be characterized by consumer control, choice, voluntary participation and 
opportunities for decision-making by consumers. May or may not offer consumer-run services, 
for example peer counseling services." 

Org NFP Added item ONT00027 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander-operated organisation with 
definition "An organisation that is planned, staffed and run by people who identify as 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, for example the Victorian Aboriginal Child Care 
Agency or the National Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation." 

Org NFP Added item ONT00028 Culturally and Linguistically Diverse community-run organisation with 
definition "An organisation that is planned, staffed and run by people or a community group 
who identify as Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD), for example the Federation of 
Ethnic Communities Councils Australia or the Intercultural Action Group." 

Org NFP Added item ONT00029 Disability-operated organisation with definition "An organisation that is 
planned, staffed and run by people who identify as having a physical or mental or disability, for 
example the First Peoples Disability Network or People with Disability Australia. See also 
Mental health-operated organisation." 
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Org NFP Added item ONT00030 LGBTIQA+ operated organisation with definition "An organisation that 
is planned, staffed and run by people who identify as LGBTIQA+, gender diverse, or gender 
non-conforming, for example South Coast Inclusion Network or Black Rainbow." 

Org NFP Added item ONT00031 Mental health-operated organisation with definition An organisation 
that is planned, staffed and run by people who identify as having a mental illness, for example 
The Victorian Mental Illness Awareness Council. See also Disability-operated organisation." 

Org NFP Added item ONT00032 Women and girls-operated organisation with definition "An 
organisation that is planned, staffed and run by people who identify as women or girls, for 
example the National Council of Women Australia." 

 
**** 

 
The following notable changes were made to CLASSIE between Version 3.0 (released December 2018) and Version 
4.0 (released October 2019). 
 

Sheet/Section Change 

Population Add "survivor" to definitions on POP00144, POP00145, POP00194, POP00195, POP00196, 
POP00146 

Population Mapped deprecated item POP00143 to POP00140. 

Population Mapped deprecated item POP00043 to POP00042. 

Population Updated term POP00132 Low income and poor people to Low income people. 

Population Added POP00207 Pregnant people with the definition: "Any person who is currently pregnant, 
including pregnant adolescents, pregnant trans people, or people with unwanted pregnancies." 

Population Added POP00218 Alaskan Natives with the definition: "People having origins in any of the original 
peoples of Alaska and who maintains tribal affiliation or community attachment." 

Population Added POP00219 First Nations of Canada with the definition: "People having origins in the 
various Aboriginal peoples in Canada who are neither Inuit nor Métis." 

Population Added POP00220 American Indians with the definition: "People having origins in any of the 
original peoples of North and South America (including Central America, but not Alaska) and who 
maintain tribal affiliation or community attachment." 

Population Added POP00221 Native Hawaiians with the definition: "People having origins in any of the 
original peoples of Hawaii." 

Population Added POP00208 Maori and Moriori with the definition: "People who have (ancestral) origins in 
Aotearoa/New Zealand and who may identify with the cultural traditions and practices of that 
region." 

Population Added POP00209 People of Australian descent with the definition: "People of Australian descent: 
People who primarily identify as Australians despite coming from various ethnic backgrounds. 
Includes Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples; however for activities involving this group 
specifically, use POP00071: Indigenous Australians." 

Population Added POP00210 Pakeha New Zealanders with the definition: "People who primarily identify as 
New Zealanders despite coming from various ethnic backgrounds." 

Population POP00033 stepparent to step-parent 

Population Updated term POP00011 Seniors (people aged 65+) to Seniors (people aged 65-84) and slight 
change to definition. 

Population Added POP00211 Seniors (people aged 85+) with the definition "People 85 years of age and 
older." 
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Population Added POP00212 Students with the definition "People, usually young people, who are engaged in 
full-time or part-time formal study at an educational institution." 

Population Added POP00213 Professionals with the definition "A member of a profession or any person who 
earns their living from a specified professional activity. Generally uses more mental work, as 
opposed to engaging in physical work. In most cases requires further formal education, for 
exampl0e a tertiary qualification." 

Population Added POP00214 Tradespeople with the definition "People in occupations such as skilled 
construction and maintenance work. The completion of an apprenticeship is generally associated 
with skilled labour, or trades such as carpenter, electrician, mason, painter, plumber." 

Population Added POP00215 Recently-released people with the definition "People who have been recently-
released from incarceration, either by way of completing their sentence or obtaining early release 
through parole." 

Population Slight change to definition of POP00204. 

Population Added POP00216 Intermediate school students with the definition "People, usually ages 11-12, in 
year 7 and 8, who are engaged in study at an intermediate education institution." as a New 
Zealand specific choice. 

Population Added POP00217 Kura Kaupapa Māori students with the definition "People who are engaged in 
study at a Kura Kaupapa Māori, or Māori language immersion school. Commonly referred to as 
Kura." as a New Zealand specific choice. 

Population Added POP00222 Traditional Māori religion with the definition "Adherents of religions and 
spiritual beliefs that are specific to and characteristic of Māori culture." as a New Zealand specific 
choice. 

Population Added POP00223 Pai Mārire with the definition "Adherents of Pai Mārire." as a New Zealand 
specific choice. 

Population Added POP00224 Ratana Church with the definition "Adherents of Ratana Church." as a New 
Zealand specific choice. 

Population Slight change to term of POP00192. 

Population Slight change to term of POP00010. 

Population Added POP00225 Preschool students with the definition "Students at a kindergarten, nursery, 
early learning centre or course." 

Population Added POP00226 Adult and Community Education (ACE) students with the definition "Students 
who are involved in community-based education and foundation skills, to provide pathways into 
other learning opportunities.."  

Population Added Pacific Island specific level 3 items POP00227 - POP00244 (New Zealand only). 

Population Slight change to definition of POP00034. 

Population Corrected a typo in POP00206. 

Population Broadened the definition of POP00017 LGBTI people.  

Population Slight change to definition of POP00023. 

Population Deprecated POP00146 and mapped to new item POP00245 Victims of natural disasters. Added 
new item POP00246 Victims of human-made disasters. 

Population Slight change to definition of POP00202. 

Population Added reference to homeless people under POP00179. 

Population Renamed POP00024 Family relationships to POP00024 Family and relationships. 

Population Added POP00247 Carers of children with additional needs with definition "People who look after 
a child or children (under 18 years old) with a disability, illness, or similar." 

Population Added POP00248 Carers of children in temporary custody with definition "People who look after a 
child or children (under 18 years old) in foster care or other type of care." 
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Population Added POP00249 Carers of adults with definition "People who look after an adults or adults (over 
18 years old) or seniors with disability, illness, or similar." 

Population Renamed POP00028 Parents with non-adult children to POP00028 Parents with children. 

Population Added cross-reference for Caregivers to POP00029 Foster and adoptive parents. 

Population Slight change to terms POP00201, POP00192, POP00010, POP00011, POP00211: removed 'adult', 
'mid-life', 'senior', and so on. Now simply using the age to categorise. 

Population Renamed POP00071 Indigenous Australians to Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander peoples. 

Population There have been a variety of New Zealand-specific items included in this version of CLASSIE, 
which will be available to New Zealand users. 

Subject Add "survivor" to definitions on SUB00765, SUB00770 

Subject Added SUB00892 Community celebration with the definition: "A schedule of events that are open 
to the public and are focussed on an event, anniversary, or launch of great significance to the 
community. For example, a town or area’s centenary celebrations, a significant anniversary of a 
major local event or the opening of a major new community resource. May be a one-off or 
regular event." 

Subject Added SUB00893 Seniors' activities with the definition: "Recreational, socialisation, cultural, 
entertainment, and other activities for older adults in the community. These are sometimes 
offered through senior-oriented clubs, retirement villages, or community centres." 

Subject Added SUB00894 Community information with the definition: "Community information ordinarily 
means the information in community for the community. It is the information required by the 
members of the community or those acting on their behalf to make an effective use of the 
resources available to them within the community. It can be characterised in the manner that the 
form and content of information, as well as its provider, are directly related to local needs." 

Subject Added SUB00895 Playgroups with the definition: "A regular meeting of a group of preschool 
children at a particular place, organized by parents for their children to take part in supervised 
creative and social play." 

Subject Added SUB00896 Conflict and atrocities prevention with the definition: "Work to prevent and 
curtail conflicts before they begin or to prevent mass atrocities from occurring. Focused on 
preventative measures and maintaining peace." 

Subject Deprecated item SUB00847 Democracy and civil society development and mapped to SUB00536 
Democracy. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00858. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00288 to Alzheimer's disease and other forms of dementia and slight 
change to definition. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00508 to Storms and cyclones and slight change to definition. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00896 to Conflict resolution and peacebuilding and slight change to 
definition. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00757 to Ethnic and racial minority rights and slight change to 
definition. 

Subject SUB00591 aish to fish 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00006. 

Subject SUB00067 added "and Pastoral" to definition. 

Subject SUB00423 added missing comma. 

Subject SUB00003 added "Organisations that" to beginning of definition. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00580. 

Subject SUB00495 "parents of" to "parents or". 

Subject SUB00684 Torees to Torres. 
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Subject SUB00714 updated to "Football (soccer)". 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00572. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00578. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00579. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00582. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00586. 

Subject Slight change to term and definition of item SUB00866. 

Subject Deprecated item SUB00867 Humane education and mapped to SUB00868 Treatment of animals. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00868 to include deprecated item SUB00867. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00872. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00873. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00874. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00875. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00878. 

Subject Update term of item SUB00876 to Native wildlife rehabilitation and slight change to definition. 

Subject Add "Bird preservation" cross reference to SUB00877. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00007. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00009. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00010. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00012 to Ethnic and multicultural arts. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00028 to Ethnic and multicultural dance. 

Subject Added SUB00899 Food festivals with the definition "A festival, usually held seasonally or annually, 
that uses food, often produce, as its central theme. These festivals can be a means of uniting 
communities through celebrations of harvests and giving thanks for a plentiful growing season, or 
can celebrate the food of a particular ethnicity or culture." 

Subject Added SUB00900 Touch football with the definition "Opportunity to play and assistance to learn 
and become competitive in touch football. These programs typically provide coaching to help 
members play efficiently and work together as a team; access to a football field; football 
equipment; uniforms; and officials for competitions. Includes sponsorships of football games to 
enable people to participate in the sport or for other charitable purposes. " 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00044. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00047 to Ethnic and culturally-specific museums and slight change to 
definition. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00036. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00648. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00614 to Garden clubs and slight change to definition. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00615 to Community landscaping and slight change to definition. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00619. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00616. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00605. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00610. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00607. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00078. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00073. 

Subject Updated term of item SUB00117 to Natural resource preservation and slight change to definition. 
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Subject Reparented item SUB00131 Wetlands to underneath Level 2 item SUB00133 Land resources and 
slight change to definition. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00132. 

Subject Added SUB00903 Marine reserves with the definition "Preservation and protection of marine 
reserves from threats posed by pollution, harmful fishing practices, overuse of resources, and 
various aspects of climate change, including ocean acidification and rising water temperatures. 
Also conservation of reserves' diverse natural populations, their value to the tourism industry, 
and their function as part of protective shoreline ecology. Includes education about issues 
pertaining to marine reserves." 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00245. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00208. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00196. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00733. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00812. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00551. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00561. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00494. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00504. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00488. 

Subject Added SUB00910 Sport facilities with the definition "The building, maintenance or use of facilities 
dedicated to sports training or competition. Includes track and field facilities, indoor or outdoor 
courts, grassed fields, gymnastics centres, aquatic and fitness centres, combat centres, sports 
recovery facilities, and club houses." 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00688. 

Subject Added SUB00911 Invictus Games with the definition "Support for wounded, injured or sick armed 
services personnel and their associated veterans seeking opportunities to train and compete in 
the Invictus Games." 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00712. Detail removed and added as new items under this 
parent item. 

Subject Added SUB00912 Badminton with the definition "Opportunity to play and assistance to learn and 
become competitive in badminton, as individuals or as a team. This includes programs that 
provide coaching assistance, lessons, access to courts; sponsoring or organising competitions; 
activities promoting and enabling participation in this sport." 

Subject Added SUB00913 Squash with the definition "Opportunity to play and assistance to learn and 
become competitive in squash, as individuals or as a team. This includes programs that provide 
coaching assistance, lessons, access to courts; sponsoring or organising competitions; activities 
promoting and enabling participation in this sport." 

Subject Added SUB00914 Table tennis with the definition "Opportunity to play and assistance to learn 
and become competitive in table tennis, as individuals or as a team. This includes programs that 
provide coaching assistance, lessons, access to table tennis tables; sponsoring or organising 
competitions; activities promoting and enabling participation in this sport." 

Subject Added SUB00915 Tennis with the definition "Opportunity to play and assistance to learn and 
become competitive in tennis, as individuals or as a team. This includes programs that provide 
coaching assistance, lessons, access to courts; sponsoring or organising competitions; activities 
promoting and enabling participation in this sport." 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00617. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00604. 
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Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00629. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00102. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00129. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00775. 

Subject Updated item SUB00836 to Unemployment benefits. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00505. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00513. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00052. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00163. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00654. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00570. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00586. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00589. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00004. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00066. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00061. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00051. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00053. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00043. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00031. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00618. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00609. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00627. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00631. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00638. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00089. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00092. 

Subject Updated item SUB00093 to English as a second language and slight change to definition. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00094. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00096. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00083. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00153. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00116. 

Subject Updated item SUB00160 to Environmental economic instruments and slight change to definition. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00158. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00124. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00133. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00136. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00120. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00290. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00307. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00300. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00301. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00165. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00166. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00162. 
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Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00254. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00265. 

Subject Updated item SUB00277 to Sports medicine. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00279. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00227. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00228. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00229. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00230. 

Subject Deprecated item SUB00231 Substance abuse treatment and mapped to SUB00230 Substance 
abuse. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00234. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00183. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00188. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00248. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00197. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00202. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00204. 

Subject Updated item SUB00204 to Sexuality education and change to definition. 

Subject Deprecated item SUB00205 Comprehensive sex education and mapped to SUB00204 Sexuality 
education. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00764. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00732. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00215. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00207. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00884. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00738. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00753. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00752. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00786. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00844. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00845. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00418. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00772. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00776. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00777. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00788. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00184. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00781. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00835. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00830. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00823. 

Subject Change to definition of item SUB00820. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00816. 

Subject Updated item SUB00834 to Temporary accommodation. 

Subject Change to definition of item SUB00840. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00842. 
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Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00439. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00460. 

Subject Updated item SUB00428 to Internet neutrality (net neutrality). 

Subject Updated item SUB00861 to International conflict resolution and peacekeeping. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00564. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00527. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00478. 

Subject Updated item SUB00464 to Cyber-crime. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00508. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00519. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00077. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00343. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00310. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00321. 

Subject Added item SUB00918 Renewable electricity with definition "Provision, research or promotion of 
more efficient, cleaner, environmentally sound or environmentally just forms of electricity 
generation, transmission, distribution storage and use. Renewable electricity generally refers to 
power from a source other than coal, including hydropower, solar, geothermal, bioenergy, wind 
power, or other installations." 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00525. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00387. 

Subject Added item SUB00919 Pro-gun with definition "Work that seeks to create or retain legal rights to 
the use of guns." 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00113. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00112. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00071. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00072. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00078. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00076. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00150. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00118. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00140. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00335. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00215. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00220. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00201. 

Subject Grammatical edit to definition of item SUB00013. 

Subject Added item SUB00920 Food forests with definition "Quite literally a forest that produces food for 
people to eat. Nut and fruit-producing trees and shrubs are planted with herbs, vines and ground 
flora that produce fruits, vegetables, and edible greens and roots. Communities are increasingly 
taking up the practice as a way to put underutilized city land to work and combine urban 
agriculture goals with goals for open space, recreation, and community development." 

Subject Added item SUB00922 Health promotion with definition "The process of enabling people to 
increase control over their health and its determinants, and thereby improve their health, using a 
set of actions to foster good health and wellbeing. Health promotion activities are geared toward 
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promoting health and preventing ill-health rather than focusing on people at risk for specific 
diseases." 

Subject Added item SUB00923 Restorative justice with definition "A system whereby offender and victim 
meet as part of the rehabilitation of the offender, to achieve reconciliation with the victim and 
community. It is a process to involve, to the extent possible, those who have a stake in a specific 
offence and to collectively identify and address harms, needs and obligations, in order to heal and 
put things as right as possible." 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00462. 

Subject Slight change to definition of item SUB00469. 

Subject Added item SUB00924 Religious youth programs with definition "Programs or groups that provide 
opportunities for children and youth to develop individually and as part of a team, through 
programs, activities, and experiences, with a religious focus. Groups may be connected to a local 
church or faith-based organisation and utilise resources from the church." 

Subject Added item SUB00925 Girl's Brigade with definition "An international and interdenominational 
faith-based program for young girls aged five to 18 that follows four themes: spiritual, physical, 
educational and social. Provides a range of projects to engage girls and young women in activities 
that reflect friendship, faith and fun, including camps, activity days, residential training events 
and mission trips." 

Subject Added item SUB00926 Boy's Brigade with definition "An international and interdenominational 
faith-based program for young boys aged five to 18 that follows four themes: spiritual, physical, 
educational and social. Provides a range of projects to engage boys and young men in activities 
that reflect friendship, faith and fun, including camps, activity days, residential training events 
and mission trips. Some groups now have both boys and girls as members." 

Subject Added item SUB00927 Hip hop with definition "Promotion, production or performance of street 
dance styles primarily performed to hip-hop music or that have evolved as part of hip-hop 
culture. It includes a wide range of styles created in the 1970s and made popular by dance crews 
in the United States." 

Subject Added item SUB00928 Improvisation with definition "The activity of making or doing something 
not planned beforehand, using whatever can be found. In the performing arts, Improvisation is a 
very spontaneous performance without specific or scripted preparation." 

Subject Reparented item SUB00595 Population change to underneath Level 2 item SUB00612 Community 
development. 

Subject Updated item SUB00147 to Zoos and wildlife centres. 

Subject Added item SUB00930 Employment law with definition "Concerned with the relations between 
workers and their employers on matters ranging from wages and compensation, through to 
harassment and discrimination based on gender, disability, or age. Often involves collective 
bargaining, unions and industrial relations." 

Subject Added item SUB00931 Roller sports with definition "Opportunity to participate and assistance to 
learn and become competitive in roller sports, as individuals or as a team. This includes programs 
that provide coaching assistance; access to rinks; equipment; uniforms; and judges for 
competitions. Includes sponsorships to enable people to participate in the sport or for other 
charitable purposes." 

Subject Updated item SUB00585 to Small-holder farming. 

Subject Updated item SUB00869 to Vegetarianism / Veganism. 

Subject Slight change to definition of SUB00004 Artist Services. 

Subject Added item SUB00933 Community theatre with definition "Production of theatre at a community 
or amateur level." 
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Subject Added item SUB00934 Professional theatre with definition "Production of theatre at a 
professional level." 

Subject Reparented items SUB00774, SUB00775, and SUB00776 to their correct parent Level 3 item 
SUB00774 Food aid. 

Subject There have been a variety of New Zealand-specific items included in this version of CLASSIE, 
which will be available to New Zealand users. 

 
***** 

 
The following notable changes were made to CLASSIE between Version 2.1.1 (released June 2018) and Version 3.0 
(released December 2018). 
 

Sheet/Section Change 

Activities Created a new sheet from scratch, mapping to the Foundation Centre's 
PCS 'Support strategy' sheet where applicable. 

Transaction Used the Foundation Centre's PCS 'Transaction type' sheet as a basis - 
made significant changes for the Australian context. 

Population Added POP00023: Heterosexuals to the spreadsheet as a deprecated 
item 

Population Added "Aboriginal" to the keywords under POP00071 Indigenous 
Australians 

Population Deprecated POP00134 Working poor 

Population Deprecated POP00085 Multiracial People 

Population Added POP00202 Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) people with 
the definition: “The term “culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD)” is 
generally used to refer to Australian groups and individuals whose ethnic 
ancestry is other than Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Celtic, Aboriginal or Torres 
Strait Islander.” 
 
Added CALD and Multicultural as keywords 

Population Removed “Multicultural and CALD” as keywords of POP00085 Multiracial 

Population Added “deaf” and “deafness” as keywords under POP00152 People with 
hearing impairments 

Population Added “blind” and “blindness” as keywords under POP00151 People 
with vision impairments 

Population Deprecated POP00143 Slum youth 

Population Slightly broadened definition of POP00179 Living environment  
from: “People categorized according to where they live” 
to: “People categorized according to the location or type of their living 
arrangements.” 

Population Added POP00203 Tenants/renters, with the definition: “People who rent 
the housing they reside in.” 

Population Added POP00204 Social housing tenant, with the definition: “People on 
low incomes with housing needs who rent housing that is owned and run 
by the government or not-for-profit agencies. Includes public housing, 
community housing, supported accommodation (including emergency 
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housing) and affordable housing provided for vulnerable groups in 
Australia.” 

Population Added POP00205 Private rental tenant, with the definition: “People who 
rent privately owned housing either through a real estate agent or 
directly from the landlord.” 

Population Added POP00206 Homeowners, with the definition: “People who are 
own, or are paying a mortgage on, residential housing. Includes first 
home buyers and people experiencing mortgage stress.” 

Population Amended keywords of POP00042 People of Middle Eastern descent to 
list all the relevant countries, rather than simply stating “Western Asia 
and Egypt”. Also changed “Western Asia” to “West Asia”. 

Population Deprecated POP00043 Arabs 

Subject Added SUB00891 Osteoporosis with the definition: “Programs of service, 
education, advocacy/awareness and research on prevention, diagnosis, 
support or treatment of osteoporosis, a disease causing a loss of bone 
thickness (bone density or mass) leading to a higher risk of breaks than 
in normal bone.” 

Subject Amended the definition of SUB00339 Haematological cancers to include 
meloproliferative cancers. Also included meloproliferative disorderand 
meloproliferative neuroplasm as keywords of SUB00339 Haematological 
cancers. 

Subject Added SUB00890 Lupus with the definition: “Programs of service, 
education, advocacy/awareness and research on prevention, diagnosis, 
support or treatment of Lupus, an inflammatory disease caused when 
the immune system attacks its own tissues.” 

Subject Added SUB00887 Digital arts with the definition: “Study or practice of 
artistic work that uses digital technology as an essential part of the 
creative or presentation process. Also referred to as computer art or 
multimedia art.” 

Subject Added SUB00889 Cross artforms with the definition: “Study or practice 
of art that cuts across different disciplines, not fitting into the 
boundaries of a single artform. Includes cross artform collaborations.” 

Subject Added SUB00888 Crafts with the definition: “Arts that are usually 
defined as creation of functional or utilitarian products on a small scale 
of production. Including, but not limited to textile crafts, paper crafts, 
fashion crafts and decorative crafts. Use for handicrafts, contemporary 
craft, craft fairs, etc.”    

Subject Corrected a typo for SUB00006 Arts exchange = sponsore to sponsor 

Subject Renamed SUB00002 Arts services to SUB00002 Arts support and 
development    

Subject Added SUB00886 Health and medical research with the definition: 
“Specific or broad based programs that can range from basic science 
research through to clinical, public health and health services research. 
Medical research is undertaken to develop new medicines or medical 
procedures, or improve the application of those already available. Health 
research is generally directed to understanding or improving our health 
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and wellbeing including prevention and treatment of disease, access to 
health care, and the quality and cost of health care.” 

Subject Deleted physical arts from the title of SUB00041 Circus and physical arts. 
 
Slightly amended definition of SUB00031 Theatre to include “physical 
arts” in scope. 

Subject Corrected a typo for SUB00066 War memorials = personnell to personnel 

Subject Deleted "Use for: Department of Immigration and Border Protection." 
from SUB00552 

Subject SUB00427 definition read: "These include includes efforts to promote…"; 
corrected the typo 

Subject SUB00004 definition read: "Offer care ill and older performing artists."; 
corrected the typo 

Subject SUB00550 Social services: 'poulation' to population; corrected the typo 

Subject SUB00479 definition read: "from those of their parents of guardians."; 
corrected the typo 

Subject SUB00497 definition read: "Use this term organisations and activities"; 
corrected the typo 

Subject SUB00688 'fencingh' to fencing; corrected the typo 

Subject SUB00066 changed definition from 'memorialise soldiers who died in 
war.' to 'memorialise military personnell and civillians who died in war.' 

Subject Deprecated SUB00593 Community and economic development 

Subject Changed SUB00612 Community development from Level 2 to Level 1, 
and flowed this change through to its subsidiary categories i.e. moved 
SUB00614, SUB00615 from level 4 to level 3 and SUB00613, SUB00619, 
SUB00616, SUB00617, SUB00618 from level 3 to level 2.  Also 
reparented SUB00649, SUB00885, SUB00595, SUB00620 underneath 
SUB00612 Community development.   

Subject Changed SUB00596 Economic development from Level 2 to Level 1, and 
flowed this change through to its subsidiary categories i.e. moved 
SUB00606, SUB00607 SUB00608, SUB00609, SUB00610, SUB00611 from 
level 4 to level 3 and SUB00613, SUB00619, SUB00616, SUB00617 and 
SUB00618 from level 3 to level 2.  Also reparented SUB00625, 
SUB00626, SUB00627, SUB00628, SUB00629, SUB00630, SUB00631, 
SUB00632, SUB00633, SUB00634, SUB00635, SUB00636, SUB00637,  
SUB00638, SUB00639, SUB00640, SUB00641, SUB00642, SUB00643, 
SUB00644,  SUB00645, SUB00646, SUB00647, SUB00881, SUB00621, 
SUB00622, SUB00623, SUB00624, SUB00594,underneath SUB00596 
Economic development 

 
 

***** 
 
 
The following notable changes were made to CLASSIE between Version 2.1 (released August 2017) and Version 2.1.1 
(released June 2018). 
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Sheet/Section Change 

Subject Removed the “Foundation Centre 2015 ID” and “Keywords” columns. 
Removed any deprecated items. 

Population Removed the “Foundation Centre 2015 ID” and “Keywords” columns. 
Removed any deprecated items. 

ORG-GMR (TYPE) and ORG-GMR (SIZE) Removed the “Foundation Centre 2015 ID” column. Removed any 
deprecated items. 

ORG-NFP (STRUCTURE) and ORG-NFP 
(SIZE) and ORG-NFP (ABR-INFO) 

Removed the “Foundation Centre 2015 ID” column. Removed any 
deprecated items. 

ORG-TYPE Removed the “Foundation Centre 2015 ID” column. Removed any 
deprecated items. 

 
 
 

***** 
 
The following notable changes were made to CLASSIE between Version 2.0 (released November 2016) and Version 
2.1 (released August 2017). 
 

Sheet/Section Change 

Beneficiaries Renamed the "Beneficiaries" sheet to "Population" 

Population Updated all codes in the "Beneficiaries" sheet from BENXXXXX to 
POPXXXXX. For example, BEN00001: Universal is now POP00001: 
Universal 

Population Renamed POP00001: Universal (no particularly targeted beneficiaries) to 
POP00001: Universal (no particular population) 
 
Changed the definition to "Use this category if you do not have a 
particular population in mind." 

Population Added POP00193: Students and reparented POP00176: Primary school 
students, POP00177: Secondary school students and POP00178: Tertiary 
education students under this category 

Subject Added SUB00881: Research and development under SUB00637: Business 
and industry 

Subject Added SUB00882: Electronic music under SUB00034: Music 

ORG-NFP Deprecated ONT00014: General not-for-profit 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00001: Educational institution from the 'Organisation - 
Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, 
OTY00020: Educational Institution, in the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00002: Pre-school / kindergarten / childcare from the 
'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added 
item, OTY00021: Pre-school / kindergarten / childcare, in the 
'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00003: Primary School from the 'Organisation - Not-for-
Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, OTY00022: 
Primary School, in the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 
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ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00004: Secondary School from the 'Organisation - Not-
for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, OTY00023: 
Secondary School, in the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00005: Primary-Secondary Combination from the 
'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added 
item, OTY00024: Primary-Secondary Combination, in the 'Organisation - 
Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00006: Higher Education Provider from the 
'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added 
item, OTY00025: Higher Education Provider, in the 'Organisation - Type' 
taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00007: University from the 'Organisation - Not-for-
Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, OTY00026: 
University, in the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00008: Religious or Faith-based Institution from the 
'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added 
item, OTY00027: Religious or Faith-based Institution, in the 'Organisation 
- Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT00009: Philanthropic organisation from the 
'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added 
item, OTY00028: Philanthropic organisation, in the 'Organisation - Type' 
taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT000010: Peak body from the 'Organisation - Not-for-
Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, OTY00029: Peak 
body, in the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT000011: Social enterprise from the 'Organisation - Not-
for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, OTY00030: 
Social enterprise, in the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT000012: International NGO from the 'Organisation - 
Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, 
OTY00031: International NGO, in the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated ONT000013: Professional association from the 'Organisation 
- Not-for-Profit' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, 
OTY00032: Professional association, in the 'Organisation - Type' 
taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00009: Unincorporated Association from the 
'Organisation - Type' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, 
ONT00015: Unincorporated Association, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-
Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00010: Incorporated Association from the 'Organisation - 
Type' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, ONT00016: 
Incorporated Association, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00011: Cooperative from the 'Organisation - Type' 
taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, ONT00017: 
Cooperative, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00012: Company Limited by Guarantee from the 
'Organisation - Type' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, 
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ONT00018: Company Limited by Guarantee, in the 'Organisation - Not-
for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00013: Indigenous Corporation, Association or 
Cooperative from the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy and mapped it to a 
newly added item, ONT00019:  Indigenous Corporation, Association or 
Cooperative, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00014: Organisation established through specific 
legislation from the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy and mapped it to a 
newly added item, ONT00020: Organisation established through specific 
legislation, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00015: Trust from the 'Organisation - Type' taxonomy 
and mapped it to a newly added item, ONT00021: Trust, in the 
'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00016: Philanthropic Trust from the 'Organisation - Type' 
taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, ONT00022: 
Philanthropic Trust, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00017: Public Ancillary Fund from the 'Organisation - 
Type' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, ONT00023: Public 
Ancillary Fund, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-NFP and ORG-TYPE Deprecated OTY00018: Private Ancillary Fund from the 'Organisation - 
Type' taxonomy and mapped it to a newly added item, ONT00024: 
Private Ancillary Fund, in the 'Organisation - Not-for-Profit' taxonomy 

ORG-TYPE Added to definition of OTY00030: Social enterprise - "For business-based 
social enterprises, pick OTY00007: Benefit Corporation." 

Subject Added SUB00883: Reconciliation under SUB00764: Diversity and 
intergroup relations 

Subject Added SUB00884: Social inclusion under SUB00764: Diversity and 
intergroup relations 

Subject Replaced the text "service, education and research on prevention, 
diagnosis or treatment" with "service, education, advocacy/awareness 
and research on prevention, diagnosis, support or treatment" in the 
definitions of all sub-items under SUB000161: Health. 

ORG-TYPE Added OTY00033: Healthcare not-for-profit under OTY00008: Not-for-
Profit 

ORG-TYPE Added OTY00034: Community group under OTY00008: Not-for-Profit 

ORG-TYPE Added OTY00035: Political party/lobby group under OTY00008: Not-for-
Profit 

ORG-TYPE Added OTY00036: Research body under OTY00008: Not-for-Profit 

Population Added POP00194: Victims of human trafficking under POP00145: Victims 
of crime and abuse 

Population Added POP00195: Victims of sexual abuse under POP00145: Victims of 
crime and abuse 

Population Added POP00196: Victims of domestic and family violence under 
POP00145: Victims of crime and abuse 

Population Deprecated POP00003: Children and youth (age 0-18) and mapped it to a 
newly added item POP000198: Children and youth (age 0-17) 
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Population Deprecated POP00007: Adolescents (people aged 13-18) and mapped it 
to a newly added item POP00199: Adolescents (people aged 13-17) 

Population Deprecated POP00008: Adults (people aged 19+) and mapped it to a 
newly added item POP00200: Adults (people aged 18+) 

Population Deprecated POP00008: Adults (people aged 19+) and mapped it to a 
newly added item POP00200: Adults (people aged 18+) 

ORG-NFP Added ONT00025: Other  

Population Added POP00197: Asylum seekers and refugees - "People who have been 
forced from their country of origin or residence, due to intimidation, fear 
of persecution, war, discrimination, disaster, or threat of violence." 

Population Renamed POP00125: Refugees and displaced people to POP00125: 
Refugees, and reparented the item as level 3 under POP00197: Asylum 
seekers and refugees 

Population Reparented POP00126: Asylum seekers under POP00197: Asylum seekers 
and refugees (see change above)  

Subject Added SUB00885: Place-based interventions 
Definition: "Programs that focus on the social and physical environment 
rather than individuals, aiming to provide better integrated and more 
accessible services. Place-based interventions target communities as a 
whole and aim to address issues at a specified geographical level, such as 
a neighbourhood, a region or an ecosystem. Examples of issues targeted 
by place-based interventions are poverty, housing, social isolation or 
limited economic opportunities." 

Population Deprecated all sub-items of POP00071: Indigenous Australians and 
mapped them all to POP00071: Indigenous Australians 

Population Renamed POP00017: LGBTQI people to POP00017: LGBTI people 
Changed the definition from "An initialism that collectively refers to 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, intersex or of some other 
sexual or gender minority." to "An initialism that collectively refers to 
people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex or some 
other sexual or gender minority, including but not limited to asexual and 
pansexual people." 
 
Added "pansexual" and "asexual" to the keywords under POP00017: 
LGBTI people 

All Renamed the column titled "Superseded by category" to "Mapped to 
item" 

 
 

***** 
 
 
The following notable changes were made to CLASSIE between Version 1.1 (released August 2016) and Version 2.0 
(released November 2016). 
 

Sheet/Section Change 
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All New versioning system (using an immutable ID, "deprecated" and 
"superseded by") 

GMR-TYPE Redefined Urban to "Urban/Metropolitan (A municipal district that is 
predominantly urban/metropolitan in character. Includes, for example, 
capital cities, metropolitan areas and urban fringes.)" and Rural to 
"Rural/Regional (A municipal district that is predominantly rural/regional 
in character. Includes, for example, regional towns/cities and remote 
areas.)". Dropped ACLG part of the definition, because it's not accurate 
anymore in the new distinction. 

GMR-TYPE Renamed Other to "Unknown or not classified" 

Subject Updated synonyms in Animal Welfare category 

Beneficiaries Updated synonyms in the Animals category 

Beneficiaries Updated synonyms in the Age groups category 

Beneficiaries Deprecated "Heterosexuals" from Sexual Identity 

Beneficiaries Added category "Sports people: People who participate in a certain 
sport, either professionally or at an amateur level." with synonyms 
"Athletes, sports, players, soccer, tennis, rugby, afl, cricket, football, 
racing" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Substance abusers" to "People with substance addictions" 

Beneficiaries Created new category BEN00191 Other and re-parented "Animals" and 
all underlying level-1 categories as level-2/3 under BEN00191 

NFP-ORG-TYPE Renamed "Other not-for-profit" to "General not-for-profit (i.e. none of 
the sub-types listed below)" and put it at the top 

Subject Removed human trafficking from the definition of SUB00736 Freedom 
from slavery and moved it to a new category SUB00880 Human 
trafficking under Crime prevention. 

Beneficiaries Renamed "No particularly targeted beneficiaries" to "Universal - No 
particularly targeted beneficiaries" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Children and youth" to "Children and youth (age 0-18)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Infants and toddlers" to "Infants and toddlers (people aged 0-
2)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Children" to "Children (people aged 3-9)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Preteens" to "Preteens (people aged 10-12)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Adolescents" to "Adolescents (people aged 13-18)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Adults" to "Adults (people aged 19+)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Young adults" to "Young adults (people aged 19-25)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Older adults" to "Older adults (people aged 50-64)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Seniors" to "Seniors (people aged 65+)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Parents" to "Parents with non-adult children" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Adolescent parents" to "Adolescent parents (parents aged 13-
18)" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Indigenous Australian peoples" to "Indigenous Australians" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Offenders" to "People in the criminal justice system" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Primary students" to "Primary school students" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Secondary students" to "Secondary school students" 

Beneficiaries Renamed "Tertiary students" to "Tertiary education students" 
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Beneficiaries Changed "Urban dwellers" to "Urban/metropolitan dwellers" and 
adjusted definition to be in sync with the local government section of 
the grantmaker sheet. 

Beneficiaries Changed "Rural dwellers" to "Rural/regional dwellers" and adjusted 
definition to be in sync with the local government section of the 
grantmaker sheet. 

Subject and Beneficiaries Applied alphabetic ordering where appropriate. 

Beneficiaries Added BEN00192 Middle-aged adults (people aged 26-49) 

 
 

***** 
 
 
The following notable changes were made to CLASSIE between Version 1.0 (released May 2016) and Version 1.1 
(released August 2016). 
 

Sheet/Section Change 

All Added codes 

Population (now ‘Beneficiaries’) Section renamed 'Beneficiaries' 

Beneficiaries (previously 'Population')  Added 'No particularly targeted beneficiaries' as a stand-alone category 

Organisation-Entity-Type Renamed this section from 'Entity-Type' to 'Organisation-Type' (including 
related changes to individual item labels) 

Subject Created a new Level 1 heading titled 'Animal Welfare' (and shifted to this 
section relevant items from other areas of the taxonomy) 

Subject Changed 'Indigenous and multicultural arts' from Level 2 category under 
'Arts & Culture' to Level 3 item under 'Cultural awareness' 

Subject Moved 'Festivals' from 'Sports & Recreation' section to 'Arts & Culture' 
section 

ORG-GMR-TYPE Re-parented 'Company-sponsored foundation/trust' with 
'Business/corporate grantmaker' (moved from 'Philanthropic 
Trust/Foundation') 

ORG-GMR-TYPE Deleted 'Independent Foundation' 

ORG-GMR-TYPE Added 'Federal Quango' and 'State/Territory Quango' as new children of 
'Quango' 

ORG-GMR-TYPE Deleted Level 3 categories under 'urban/local government' 

ORG-NFP Removed 'NFP-CHARITY-ACNC' tab 

ORG-NFP Removed 'CHARITY-PURPOSE' tab 

ORG-NFP Merged 'CHARITY-STATUS' with 'CHARITY-TAX' to create new 'CHARITY-
ABR-INFO' tab 

ORG-NFP Added new category ‘Professional association’ 

ORG-NFP-SIZE Changed definitions and phrasing 

 
 
More details can be requested by emailing classie@ourcommunity.com.au 
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